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Abstract: An economic life model of single equipment is built, the static economic life 

and the dynamic economic life of the equipment are calculated based on the cash flow for 

expenditure and comprehensive production efficiency. Based on the basic principle of 

dynamic programming, the replacement strategy optimization model of single equipment 

is established, and the optimal replacement strategies of the equipment under six different 

finite time domain conditions are analyzed and compared. The results show that the ser-

vice lives of the equipment in all six optimal replacement strategies are less than their dy-

namic economic lives. Thus, the dynamic economic life can’t be used as the replacement 

standard of equipment in solving the problem of optimal replacement strategy of equip-

ment.  
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1 Introduction 

Equipment is an important material and technical foundation of modern industrial 

production, and also an important factor affecting the economic and technical indexes 

of enterprises and national economy. Equipment inevitably deteriorates with age, 

resulting in higher operating and maintenance (O&M) costs and lower utilization rate 

of equipment, which have a great influence on enterprises’ comprehensive economic 

benefits. In recent years, people have been paying more and more attention to optimal 

replacement strategy of equipment. 

In 1955, Bellman[1] firstly proposed dynamic programming formulation for the 

equipment replacement problem. In 1975, Wagner[2] presented a new dynamic pro-

gramming model that relaxed the assumption of repeatability, however, it required a 

finite horizon time due to the solution technique restriction.  Bean et al.[3] established 

the dynamic decision-making model to solve equipment replacement problems in-

volving infinite horizon time. In early 1980s, Professor Fu from Tsinghua University 

took the lead in carrying out researches on equipment replacement problem in China. 
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Through numerous study cases and theoretical analyses, Fu theorized equipment re-

placement, put forward the economic life analysis model and formed a complete set 

of method system for equipment replacement problem. Murphy and Hartman[4] de-

scribed equipment replacement as an integer-knapsack problem with a nonlinear ob-

jective function, and proposed another dynamic-programming formulation for the 

finite-horizon equipment replacement problem. However, few papers attempted to 

establish links between the optimal replacement and technological change (TC) in 

previous researches. If a new device with higher efficiency and better economic re-

sults during the service life of the equipment, two schemes of keeping using old de-

vice and purchasing new device should be compared in order to figure out which 

scheme is more economical. Equipment technological change was taken into account 

by Sharp[5] and Yuri Yatsenko[6], and they discussed links between the optimal re-

placement and TC under finite horizon. There are many researches on incorporating 

the economic life and TC into replacement strategy optimization [7-9].  

This paper is organized as follows. We briefly review the concept of economic life 

in Section 1, and establish an economic life model of the equipment, including static 

and dynamic model. Section 2 presents a dynamic programming model for single-

equipment optimal replacement problem under finite horizon. Section 3 examines six 

optimal replacement strategies with different finite horizon, obtaining a general rule 

that equipment service life is less than its dynamic economic life, and corresponding 

analysis is discussed. The final section presents conclusions for the research. 

2 Economic life  

Production efficiency and production cost of equipment change with the increase 

of service age, called “economic life”. Based on single-equipment expenditure cash 

flow and annual production efficiency, the economic life model is built below.  

From an investment perspective, the longer equipment serves, the more work is 

done, and the lower capital cost allocated into unit work is. For operating cost, higher 

annual operating cost and lower amount of work with longer working life may lead to 

higher operating cost allocated into unit work. Considering both factors above, gener-

ally, cost allocated into unit work presents a down and up trend with a U-shaped 

curve. So, there is a working life where cost allocated into unit work is the minimum, 

(i.e., economic life). The equipment will remain a residual value when it is scrapped, 

known as salvage, equipment salvage with an age of n years is expressed by ( )S n . 

If the equipment is used for n periods, the average total cost allocated to unit quan-

tity of work done can be expressed as follows. 
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( )c n  ：total cost allocated to unit quantity of work if the equipment is used for n 

periods； 

 CC ：capital cost of the equipment； 

 ( )OC t ：annual operating cost of the t-year-old equipment； 

( )W t  ：annual production efficiency of the t-year-old equipment. 

Economic life is a period during which the total cost of unit work done is mini-

mum, mathematically, economic life of the equipment is service life n*, which mini-

mizes the value of ( )c n . 
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where N is natural life of the equipment. 

Time value of the money is ignored in the established economic life model of 

equipment, so it is called static economic life. The dynamic economic indexes would 

usually be adopted in evaluation of economic benefits for any project, in other words, 

each cost needs to be discounted. During dynamic evaluation, we need to correctly 

handle the change of the equipment operating cost with age. This change does not 

refer to the change with different factors like age or equipment operating conditions, 

but the difference between the current annual operating costs and the annual operating 

costs of the equipment after several years under the same operating conditions, i.e., 

rise and down in price. In the normal economic state, operating cost of the equipment 

rises up in general. Therefore, we should predict a real cost escalation rate throughout 

the calculation period. Dynamic economic life is denoted as nd* to distinguish from 

static economic life n*, if taking a real cost escalation rate into consideration, dynam-

ic economic life formula can be written as: 
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where d is discounted rate; r is a real cost escalation rate. 

Fig. 1 describes changes of cost and discounted cost per unit of work of the equip-

ment with service life. 

Initial investment CC of a new device is $ 2.732 million, its production efficiency 

W(0) is 3.80 Mt·a-1, and its operating cost OC(0) is 247,830 $·a-1. The natural life N 

of the equipment is 20 years, discounted rate d and real cost escalation rate r are re-

spectively taken 6.8% and 1.5%. Here is a concise and accurate calculation method 

for salvage, X=Y(1-0.55ZS), where X is theoretical salvage of the equipment, Y is 

investment capital of the equipment, Z is depreciation rate(usually 10%~16%, it de-

pends), S is service life. Further, simplify salvage calculation via combining acceler-

ated depreciation methods, in which basic depreciation expense in first year is equal 

to half of original value of fixed assets, and then the other half value is fully depreci-

ated in 5~7 years at the depreciation rate of 15%.  
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Fig. 1.  Change curve of cost and discounted cost per unit of work with equipment service life 

 

Table 1 shows annual production efficiency function W(t), annual operating cost 

function OC(t), and salvage function S(n) for a certain type of equipment with a natu-

ral life of 20 years. The calculated average cost and discounted cost per unit of work 

done c(n) and cd (n) are listed in Table 1 as well. According to definition, economic 

life is the life of equipment during which the average cost per unit of work done c(n) 

or the average discounted cost per unit of work done cd(n) is minimum, as shown in 

Table 1, static economic life of the equipment is calculated to be 8 years, likewise, 

dynamic economic life of the equipment is calculated to be 15 years.  

 

Table 1. Economic and technological parameters and economic life result for certain equipment 
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3 Dynamic programming model 

For a given finite horizon, optimal replacement problem of single equipment can 

be expressed as: determine when to replace the equipment in order to make the dis-

counted cost allocated into per unit of work done in the whole period be minimum. 

Single-equipment replacement issue is a multi-stage decision problem which can be 

solved by a dynamic programming method. 

Firstly, set up a dynamic programming model for equipment replacement before 

solving a multi-stage decision problem via a dynamic programming method. The 

following concepts are often used [10]: 

(1) stage;  (2) state;  (3) decision and strategy;  (4) state transfer equation; (5) target 

function. 

Combined with replacement problem, the above concepts are illustrated in detail. 

(1) Break down the process of the given problem into several related stages so as to 

find the solution of each stage in order. As for replacement problem, stage variables 

are defined as time: the initial stage is stage 0, corresponding to beginning of a finite 

horizon; each stage corresponds to the end of each year, in other words, stage 1 repre-

sents the end of the first year, stage 2 represents the end of the second year, and so on, 

final stage (stage M) is the end of a finite horizon with M years. 

(2) Different stage have different states denoted by state variables. In this problem, 

state variables are defined as equipment service life. Si，j represents the jth state in the 

ith stage. As for different states in the ith stage, they signify different years the 

equipments have been serving when production proceeds to the end of ith year.  

(3) Decision-making is a decision that we can make in a certain state of a certain 

stage to confirm a state in next stage. After serving for one year, the equipment can be  

kept or replaced (“K” and “R” in Fig. 2 represent “keep” and “replace”, respective-

ly): if keep using the equipment, move along the arrow marked with “K” to a state in 

next stage, with one year added to the service life of the equipment; if replace the 

equipment, move along the arrow marked with “R” to a state in next stage, the 

equipment being new with service year being 0.   

Expenditure caused by a state transition is denoted by ci, j (i-1, k). If keep using the 

equipment, expenditure of that year only includes operating cost OC(k); and if replace 

the equipment, expenditure of that year is equal to operating cost OC(k) plus invest-

ment CC of purchasing a new piece of equipment, subtracting equipment salvage 

S(k+1). So, for i = 1, 2, ... , M-1 

( )(1 )iOC k r  Keep 

        , ( 1, )i jc i k                                                                                                     (4) 

 ( ) ( 1) (1 )iOC k CC S k r              Replace 

The strategy is defined as a sequence of “keep” or “replace” decisions in each stage 

over the horizon M. From the initial state S0, 0, stage by stage, the replacement path 

formed by moving along the selected route to a certain state of the last stage SM，j

（j=1，2，...，M）may be an optimal replacement policy. 

(4) The state of a certain stage is often determined by the state and the decision of 
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previous stage. If the states and decisions in the kth stage are given, states in (k+1)th 

stage are completely determined. Each arrow in Fig.2 is called a state transition. 

When Si，j is transferred from the previous state Si-1, k , in the process of this state tran-

sition, an equipment with the service year being k was in use during the ith stage, and 

work done wi，j(i-1, k) can be written： 

              ( ) ( )i, jw i -1,k =W k                                   (5) 

where W(k) is annual operation efficiency of the k-year-old equipment.   

When Si，j is transferred from the previous state Si-1, k , the cumulative quantity of 

work Wi，j(i-1, k) from the initial state S0, 0 to state Si，j can be obtained as: 

                  ( ) ( )i j i-1, , j,k iW i -1 k  =W +w i -1,k,                                     (6)  

where Wi-1，k is the cumulative work from the initial state S0, 0 to state Si-1, k along an 

optimal path , and Wi-1，k has been obtained while evaluating state Si-1，k  in stag i-1. 

By this path, cumulative expenditure present value and discounted cost per work 

done from the initial state S0, 0 to state Si，j , is denoted by PCi，j (i-1, k) and pci，j (i-1, 

k), we can obtain: 
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(5) Target function is used to measure whether the selected strategy is good or not. 

As previously mentioned, the so-called “optimum” refers to the minimum discounted 

cost allocated into per work done over the whole finite horizon. Obviously, when 

states transfer from different previous states (take different values of k ), the equip-

ment finishes various amounts of work with different cumulative expenditure present 

value, thus discounted cost per work done of states Si，j is different. Hence, there is an 

optimal previous state among m previous states of Si，j , from which to state Si，j , we 

can gain the minimum pci，j(i-1, k), and this is called optimal state transition or op-

timum decision.   

 , ,min ( 1, )i j i j
k m

pc pc i k


                                        (8) 

After obtaining the minimum pci，j(i-1, k) over the whole finite horizon, get all de-

cisions of each year via forward-recurrence method, through which a path with the 

minimum discounted cost per work done is acquired, and it is the path that is defined 

as an optimal strategy. 

Fig. 2 depicts the dynamic programming path of the single-equipment replacement 

strategy with a certain finite horizon. 

4 Case study 

In this section, a certain type of mining shovel is taken as an example to analyze 

optimal replacement strategy of single equipment with different mine residual lifetime, 

by applying dynamic programming model established above. Since the static econom-

ic life and dynamic economic life of mining shovel are calculated to be 8 years and 15 
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years, optimal replacement strategies of the mining shovel with different mine residu-

al lifetime of 12 years, 15 years, 20 years, 30 years, 35 years, and 45 years are re-

searched, respectively.   
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  Fig.2 Dynamic programming graph of single-equipment replacement strategy with a certain finite horizon 
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Fig. 2. Dynamic programming graph of single-equipment replacement strategy with a certain 

finite horizon 

 

When mine residual lifetime is 12 years, we figure out the best service life of the 

shovel to be 12 years via dynamic programming, that is, no replacement till the end of 

mine will be a best choice.    

When residual life of mine is equal to dynamic economic life of the shovel (15 

years), according to general understanding of equipment replacement, the shovel 

happens to reach its dynamic economic life at the end of mine, and keeping the shovel 

in service until the end of mine seems to be the best choice. To verify this point, we 

change the residual life of mine into 15 years without varying other conditions, to 

optimize equipment replacement path by dynamic programming. It turns out that the 

shovel’s best service life is still not its dynamic economic life but 7 or 8 years; the 

discounted cost per ton is $ 0.1287 for the “optimal replacement strategy” and 

$ 0.1389 for the “serving for 15 years”, 7.93% higher than the “optimal replacement 

strategy”.    

When the residual life of mine is equal to an integral multiple of dynamic eco-

nomic life of the shovel, we change mine residual life into 45 years, and launch a 

new shovel at time zero, is this the optimal replacement strategy that we replace the 

old shovel at the end the 15th year and 30th year? For M is equal to 45 years, as is 

shown by the optimization results, the shovel’s best service life is still not its dynamic 

economic life but 8, 9 or 10 years (it is a coincidence not a rule that optimal service 
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life is equal to static economic life); the discounted cost per ton is $ 0.07186 for the 

“optimal replacement strategy” and $ 0.07372 for the “serving for 15 years”, 2.61% 

higher than the “optimal replacement strategy”.    

Consider a common situation, and we change mine residual life into 35 years, the 

optimization results show that the shovel’s best service life is still not its dynamic 

economic life but 8, 9 or 10 years as well; the discounted cost per ton is $ 0.08548 for 

the “optimal replacement strategy” and $ 0.09128 for the “serving for 15 years”, 

6.78% higher than the “optimal replacement strategy”.   

Optimal equipment replacement strategies with different residual life of mine being 

12 years, 15 years, 35 years, and 45 years are studied respectively. In these cases, the 

best service lives of the shovel are all less than its dynamic life. Fig.3 depicts six op-

timal replacement strategies (including four ones above) with different residual life of 

mine.    

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Shovel’s optimal replacement strategy under different residual life of mine 

 

As is depicted in Fig.3, the best service lives of the shovel in these six cases are all 

less than its dynamic life. In fact, optimized results are the same for a mine with re-

sidual life less than 45 years. When residual life of mine is equal to an integral multi-

ple of dynamic economic life of the equipment (particularly the same), it sounds even 

contradictory and seems hard to understand that dynamic economic life is not the 

optimal time to replace equipment. Dynamic economic life is a period during which 

the average discounted cost per work done is the minimum, and the cost per work 

done will increase with either longer service life or shorter service life. The optimiza-

tion goal of dynamic programming is to minimize the discounted cost per work done, 

and why we could get less cost without replacing a piece of equipment in its dynamic 

economic life? The origin of which lies in: 

When identifying the dynamic economic life and the optimal strategy of the 

equipment, we have actually compared different objects: for the evaluation of dynam-

ic economic life, discounted costs per work done of the same equipment with differ-
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ent service lives are compared, dynamic economic life of the equipment is a more 

economical service life than that of the same equipment serving longer or shorter; 

for the evaluation of optimal replacement strategy, two different discounted costs per 

work done are compared: ① discounted cost per work done of the equipment over 

n years for continuous service; ② discounted cost per work done of the equip-

ment over n-k years, plus discounted cost per work done of new equipment over 

k years. For example, when residual life of mine is equal to dynamic economic life of 

the shovel (15 years), which is economical between using the shovel for 7 years and 

for 15 years？What we are comparing here are discounted cost per work done of the 

shovel with service lives of 7 years and 15 years, and this is the evaluation of dynamic 

economic life. However, in the process of evaluating optimal replacement strategy, 

we compare discounted cost per work done of the shovel with service lives of 15 

years with that of two shovels (a shovel serves for 7 years, and a new shovel serves 

for another 8 years, totally 15 years).    

5 Conclusions 

(1) Some researches on equipment configuration and replacement took dynamic 

economic life of the equipment as a criterion for replacement. It turns out that we 

can’t get an optimal equipment configuration and replacement strategy by this way. 

(2) It remains to be proven or verified whether it is a general rule that the best 

service life of the equipment is less than its dynamic life. 

(3) In the paper, we merely conduct a research on equipment replacement problem 

without taking TC factor into consideration. Equipment replacement problem under 

multi-restriction (including TC problem, etc.) will be the direction of future research.    
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